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Declaration of Lheidli T’enneh
We are Lheidli T’enneh – the people from where the two
rivers flow together.
Like the rivers, we aspire to move ahead as an organized,
highly-motivated, determined, and self-reliant Nation.
We are a proud, united people whose purpose is to ensure a future
that will provide a better quality of life while flourishing
with our environment.
Our traditions and cultural beliefs are the driving force of our
success and destiny.
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Who We Are
We are the Lheidli T’enneh. Our name translates as “people from where the rivers flow
together”. The rivers spoken of are the Nee Incha Koh which means “river with strong
undercurrents” and the Ltha Koh, the “Big Mouth River”. These rivers are also known as
the Nechako and the Fraser. We were often called the Tanoten which means “people a
little to the North”.
We travelled throughout our territory, a territory that was once separated into Keyohs.
Each Keyoh was the responsibility of an extended family. We hunted and gathered
throughout our Traditional Territory. We traded with neighbouring communities. There
were no permanent settlements as we think of them today. Instead, there were
seasonal villages and camps along the lakes and rivers throughout our territory. Lheidli,
the site of present-day Prince George, was one of these villages. It is clear to us that
our ancestors occupied and used all of what we now know as our Traditional Territory.
This is still true today.
Our Traditional Territory falls within the regions covered by the federal government’s
Cariboo and Nechako Development Regions, and within the regional districts of Fraser
Fort George, Cariboo, and Bulkley Valley. The Traditional Territory of the Lheidli
T’enneh covers a total of 45,957 square kilometres.

Demographic Information
Lheidli T’enneh Band
Registry

On-Reserve

Note:

Male
177

Female
183

Total
360

Lheidli
T’enneh
Citizens
96

Other Bands

Total

4

100

Under Bill C-3, there is no process to determine how many new Band Registered
Members. We can estimate by March 31, 2013 that our total Band Registered population
will be 400. All applications for status registry are the responsibility of the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development Canada.
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Community Vision
Lheidli T’enneh Nation is a self-sufficient, sustainable, independent community with an
educated and professional workforce able to compete in local, regional, national and
international markets. Our people have excellent spiritual, emotional, mental and
physical wellness and the traditional family unit is a source of strength. Our Nation is
protected from external government intervention and all citizens are active members of
the community.

Background - The Story
Early work on a strategic plan for the Lheidli T’enneh Nation began long before the
creation of this document. Discussions go back several years and a number of projects
have been completed that provide much of the information required to begin to create a
detailed plan for the Nation. In particular, the Currie report (2003), the Native Nations
Institute report (Cornell, 2001), economic development report (Toth, 2010), the Lheidli
T’enneh Comprehensive Community Plan (Krebs, 2010), the report From Administration
to Governance: Institutional Mapping (Stuart, 2010), and the Lheidli T’enneh Economic
Diversification Plan (Toth, 2011) are included.
The recommendations contained within the previous reports, ongoing knowledge and
skill building by Chief and Council, and increasing levels of expertise within the Nation’s
administration were integrated into the first stage of the strategic plan. In the initial
stage Chief and Council and the Executive Director of Programs and Services spent a
total of 5 days together to identify strategic priorities and develop preliminary plans.
The plans outlined here are meant to outline 3-5 year priorities which will be reviewed
and updated annually. The planning process is not an end point but a beginning for the
Nation.
The second stage involved taking the document to the staff team for their input and the
creation of detailed departmental program logic models. The process behind a program
logic model is to assist with the following:
To develop a road map to assist each department to highlight key goals and
actions required to meet department goals.
To serve as a tool to address - Where are you going? How will you get
there? What will tell you that you have arrived?
A tool used to describe the effectiveness of programs and services.
To provides an efficient tool for monthly or quarterly reporting to
management.
The ability of the program logic model to flow from and into your agency
Strategic Plan and/or Community Scorecard.
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The third stage will involve an outline process for community review / input.
Purpose of Strategic Planning
Strategic planning can serve many functions, but the most commonly held reasons for
initiating the process are;
to enhance the ability to make informed decision and to think and act
strategically
to increase effectiveness and support the organization to respond to
change
to build the organization’s capacity and efficiency through improved
understanding of their work and better learning for staff
In the first planning session for the Nation, Chief and Council were asked a series of
questions to begin to outline their vision of the planning process along with what they
hoped the process would achieve. The following is an overall statement of their
intention for the planning work.

Statement of Intention
In order for the Lheidli T’enneh Nation to advance and prosper we need to have clarity
and a greater vision for our people. We must build relationships and share our
accomplishments and help offer tools to teach other Nations. Our plans will help us to
harness the potential of our people and to revitalize our culture. We will ensure our
progress as a Nation and as Leadership through establishing clear guidelines and
policies for our programs and services and continuing our learning as a Council.
Specific Outcomes
Chief and Council identified four specific outcomes for the planning process:
a) To be able to connect the work of Chief and Council to broader strategies through
the development of clear goals, targets, and identified priorities;
b) To have the ability to mobilize community capacity and to assess progress and
change;
c) To have clearly defined processes for working through implementation challenges;
and
d) To have improved communication on three levels – within Council, within the
administration, and with the community.
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Governance
Mission
To advance the sovereign authority of the Lheidli T’enneh Nation and to safeguard the
reputation, assets and identity of the Nation and its citizens.
Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Government and officials will be accountable to their citizens
through adherence to the Constitution of Lheidli T’enneh. Leadership will promote the
unity and well-being of the people through providing effective and accountable
government. Leadership will cooperate with one another in mutual trust and good faith,
consult and inform one another, and coordinate their actions with one another.
Fundamental Values
a) equality of all peoples under the law;
b) fairness;
c) trust; and
d) respect for individual dignity and independence within the collectivity.
Social and Economic Goals
The Lheidli T’enneh Government will govern in a manner that, to the extent reasonably
possible in the circumstances, advances achievement of the following goals:
a) that Lheidli T’enneh Citizens have access to pre-school to grade 12 education,
post-secondary education, adult education and continuing education, at least
comparable to those prevailing in British Columbia;
b) that Lheidli T’enneh Citizens have access to nutrition and health care at
standards at least comparable to those prevailing in Canada;
c) that Lheidli T’enneh Citizens have access to social services at standards at least
comparable to those prevailing in British Columbia;
d) that Lheidli T’enneh Citizens have access to housing at standards at least
comparable to those prevailing in the Prince George region;
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e) that every Lheidli T’enneh child:
i. has a home with family care, parental care, extended family care
or, if removed from such family care, appropriate alternative care;
and
ii. is protected from maltreatment, neglect, exploitive labour practices
or abuse; and
f) that every Lheidli T’enneh Citizen is free to pursue employment, investment, and
income and business opportunities to the same extent as others in the Prince
George region.
Self- Government
The Lheidli T’enneh Nation has made several significant decisions with regards to selfgovernment. The Lheidli T’enneh Nation was one of the first in the province to enter
into treaty negotiations and in 2001 was the first Aboriginal community in BC to
successfully ratify their Land Code. As a signatory to the First Nations Land
Management Act, the Lheidli T'enneh have opted to take over the management and
control of their land and resources, coming out from under the land and resource
sections of the Indian Act. This includes the protection and management of the Reserve
land environment.
In 2007 the Nation also drafted the Constitution of Lheidli T’enneh which was later
ratified at the community level and serves as a governing document for the Nation. The
Nation is currently undertaking a governance review which will include amending
governing codes and will include a constitutional review as well as working with the
community to undertake the drafting of a Custom Election Code to be completed by
March 2013.
Treaty negotiations are ongoing and the Nation is currently in stage 5 of the British
Columbia treaty process with the second ratification vote expected to occur in 20132014.
In addition to the negotiation of land transfers under the treaty process, the Lheidli
T’enneh government is also pursuing a Specific Claim with regards to Fort George
Indian Reserve #1 (Lheidli). In 1892 the Fort George Indian Reserve #1 was
established at the confluence of the Nechako and Fraser Rivers, the current site of the
City of Prince George’s downtown core. Fort George IR #1 remained the main
residential site for the Lheidli T’enneh Nation until their removal in 1913. For the years
between May 1908 and November 1911, IR #1 was the subject of a vicious land dispute
between the Lheidli T’enneh Band, the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company (GTPR),
the Natural Resources Security Company (NRS), and provincial and federal
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government officials. The resulting transaction, including surrender of the reserve land,
is now subject to a Specific Claim in the Federal Court of Canada.

GOVERNANCE
PRIORITIES

1. planning tables in Appendix A

Benchmarks:
Continuation of Specific Claim
Completion of stage 5 of treaty
Development and endorsement of custom election code
Creation of formalized dispute resolution processes for use by community and
business partners
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Chief and Council

CHIEF AND COUNCIL PRIORITIES

ACCOUNTABILITY
PROCESSES

DELEGATED
AUTHORITY

CITIZEN
ENGAGEMENT

KNOWLEDEGE
BUILDING FOR
LEADERSHIP AND
COMMUNITY

2. planning tables in Appendix B

Benchmarks:
Implementation of public record and tracking mechanisms for council
Creation of policies and procedures to support clearly articulated administrative
boundaries
Development of Citizen Engagement and Cultural Revitalization Strategies
Governance Training process for Chief and Council and community
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Programs and Services
The leadership of the Lheidli T’enneh Nation recognizes that their future rests on the
skills, knowledge and health of their people. In order to ensure a strong and prosperous
future, the Nation has identified education as their highest priority. The leadership has
developed a multi-layered approach that links education, employment and health
services together to ensure that citizens of the Nation have the best potential for
success.
The central shift inside the new strategy is to view each program and staff members as
an agent of change and community development. This requires a shift as services
expand beyond what government funding transfers offer as the foundation of service,
into using them as the starting point for a wider range of services that move beyond the
Indian Act and AANDC policies.
Administrative Vision
Acting as the delegated authority responsible for oversight and delivery of the public
programs and services of the Lheidli T’enneh Nation, the administration through the
oversight of the Executive Director of Programs and Services will;
Ensure the protection of assets belonging to the Nation, uphold administrative
values and principles outlined for the Nation in the Constitution of Lheidli
T’enneh, assure the sound management of resources, promote the involvement
of citizens, and advance the Nation’s social and economic goals.
Administrative Values
The public service of the Lheidli T’enneh to be administered in accordance with the
following values and principles:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

a high standard of ethics;
efficient and effective use of resources;
impartial and equitable provision of services;
responsiveness to public needs; and
provision of timely, accessible and accurate information.

Furthermore, the financial and administration of the Lheidli T’enneh Nation will:
a) be responsible, open, transparent and accountable; and
b) provide for effective and efficient management of the Lheidli T’enneh financial
resources.
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Administration
Mission
To provide a full range of programs and services
that support Lheidli T’enneh Nation citizens to
achieve and sustain a standard of living that
exceeds provincial standards.

Vision
The administration of the Lheidli T’enneh Nation operates a full range of programs and
services in a fiscally responsible manner with a focus on innovation, sustainability,
expansion and collaboration with the community. The Nation’s public services are
managed with a high degree of transparency and accountability with clearly articulated
regulations and policies. The administration has a focus on continuous improvement as
measured annually through the community scorecard.

ADMINISTRATION
PRIORITIES

COMPREHENSIVE
PLANNING

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT AND
STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNICATIONS

3. planning tables in Appendix C

Bench Marks:
Planning documents by Fall 2012
Completion of Departmental Logic Models
Development of Administrative communication plan
Creation of community scorecard
Decreased time and cost for audit

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
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Economic Development
Mission
To continue to generate and expand sources
of Nation owned revenue to be used to
support long-term financial independence and
self-sufficiency for the Nation and its citizens.

Vision
Lheidli T’enneh is a financially self-sufficient Nation with the technical expertise to
advance large scale economic ventures, ensure sustainable employment, support the
entrepreneurial spirit of its citizens, and sustain a strong, recognizable presence within
the Lheidli T’enneh Traditional Territory. Activities undertaken by the Nation will be
based in principles of open information sharing and engagement with citizens.

ECONOIMIC DEVELOPMENT
PRIORITIES

BUILD PROFILE OF
NATION

INITIAITE AND
STRENGTHEN
PARTNERSHIPS

DEVELOP LONGTERM COMMUNITY
VISION

CREATION OF
STRUCTURES TO
SEPARATE BUSINESS AND
POLITICS

4. planning tables in Appendix D

Benchmarks:
Finalization of Economic Diversification Plan
Creation of Economic Development Officer Office, Economic Development
position, and Community Economic Development Committee
Development of community consultation and engagement strategy
Creation and revitalization of protocols and partnership agreements with City of
Prince George, Regional District and Initiatives Prince George
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Education
Mission
To support and encourage Lheidli T’enneh
citizens to discover and achieve their
educational and career goals.

Vision
Education is the highest priority for the Lheidli T’enneh Nation with a focus on the
development of highly skilled and educated citizens. All of the Nation’s learners and
families are able to access high quality educational and assessment services and
supports on par with provincial standards in an environment free of discrimination. The
Lheidli T’enneh Nation offers a comprehensive range of easily accessible and
supportive education programs and services tailored to the community’s needs along
with the required financial and social resources.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
PRIORITIES

COMMUNITY
ASSESSMENT

DEVELOPMENT OF
COMMUNITY-BASED
LEARNING CENTRE

ACQUISITION OF
SHADY VALLEY
SCHOOL

5.planning tables in Appendix E

Benchmarks:
Creation of comprehensive education strategy by 2014
Sustainable Community Learning Centre launched / open by 2013.
Programming offered at Shady Valley

DEPARTMENT
EXPANSION PLAN
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Employment
Mission
To provide access to employment opportunities for all Lheidli T’enneh citizens and to
ensure access to a sustainable and stable work force required to advance the Nation.
Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Nation has access to the human resource labour pool required to
meet long-term employment needs. The Employment Department works in partnership
with its citizens to provide a wide range of employment opportunities and accompanying
support services. The Nation works to reduce barriers, achieve and sustain a low
unemployment rate, reach an overall reduction in poverty and dependency, and to
create an improved quality of life and personal wealth for its citizens.

EMPLOYMENT
DEPARTMENT PRIORITIES

LONG-TERM
HUMAN
RESOURCES PLAN

CREATION OF
LINKAGES WITH
PROVINCIAL AND
FEDERAL
PARTNERS

REVIEW IMPACT
BENEFIT
AGREEMENTS

LABOUR MARKET
ANALYSIS AND
STRATEGY

6. planning tables in Appendix F

Benchmarks:
Review of a minimum of 5 agreements in by November 2012
Preliminary survey of job readiness at the community level completed by March
2013
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Finance
Mission
To ensure the sound management of the Lheidli T’enneh Nation’s financial resources
and to promote long-term financial growth and sustainability.
Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Finance Department works to ensure sound financial controls are in
place to support both daily management and ongoing growth and expansion of the
Nation’s financial resources. The Finance Department uses appropriate technology and
skills to uphold the financial integrity of all the Nation’s programs and services. The
Nation follows Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and has a focus on training
and development for all departments, staff, leadership and the community.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
PRIORITIES

TRAINING FOR
STAFF AND
MANAGERS

DEVELOP RISK
MANAGEMENT
MECHANISMS

INCREASED
FINANCIAL
CONTROLS

LONG-TERM
FINANCE
PLANNING

7. planning tables in Appendix G

Bench Marks:
Transition to Adagio software by April 1, 2013
Professional designation plan for finance staff that includes AFOA certification
Quarterly finance meeting schedule
Long-term investment and financial growth plan
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Fisheries and Wildlife
Mission
To uphold the responsibility of being
caretakers for rivers, streams, habitat and
wellbeing for the fish and wildlife living
within the Traditional Territory of the Lheidli
T’enneh.
Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Nation ensures sustainable harvesting practices and supports
principles of preservation and stewardship in the management of fish and wildlife. The
Nation exerts jurisdictional authority beyond Federal and Provincial Government
parameters. The Nation is involved in the creation of legislation and enforcement
mechanisms within the Lheidli T’enneh Traditional Territory that ensure sustainable
management practices. The Nation’s fish and wildlife are viewed as significant
economic drivers that provide long-term health, food security, and employment for
citizens.

FISHERIES AND WILDFLIFE
PRIORITIES

TRANSITIONAL
MANAGEMENT
PLAN

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

PROGRAM AND
JURISDICTIONAL
EXPANSION

FUND
DEVELOPMENT

8. planning tables in Appendix H

Benchmarks:
Expanded employment opportunities for community
Training for staff and community
Transparency, connection and closer involvement with the administration office
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Forestry
Mission
To capitalize on forest related economic
opportunities while also ensuring
preservation and sustainable forestry
practices within the Lheidli T’enneh
Traditional Territory.

Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Nation holds significant forest related assets that are managed in a
sustainable and progressive manner to the benefit of the Nation and health of the forest.
The Nation is recognized as an essential partner in the region with a strong local
workforce and serves as a model for other nations.

FORESTRY PRIORITIES

TRANSITIONAL
MANAGEMENT
PLAN

REVIEW OF
AGREEMENTS TO
CLARIFY
RESPONSIBILITES

TRANSPARENCY
MECHANISMS

CAPACITY
DEVELOPMENT FOR
COUNCIL

9. planning tables in Appendix I

Benchmarks:
Expansion of in-house management responsibilities with decreased reliance on
external consultants
Establishment of co-management agreement
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Health
Mission
To promote and sustain a degree of holistic
health and wellness for all Nation citizens,
future generations, and the collective
community that exceeds the current standard
of wellness.
Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Nation has a healthy,
vibrant community that supports its citizens with a full range of health services that
ensure access to the highest standard of healthcare at the community level. Health
programs and services operate under principles of Health Promotion, disease
prevention and the promotion of self-care and personal management of wellness. The
Lheidli T’enneh Nation has the required infrastructure to support and sustain the longterm health of its citizens.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT PRIORITIES

PARTNERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
WITH LOCAL
SERVICE AGENCIES

COMMUNITY-BASED
DENTAL AND
PHYSICIAN SERVICES

ASSESSMENT AND
DIAGNOSIS
SERVICES

HEALTH CARE
INFRASTUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

10. planning tables is Appendix J

Benchmarks:
Creation of Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with Central Interior Native
Health Society
Mobilization of MOU with the Prince George Native Friendship Centre to support
service delivery in community
Partnership development with Northern Health Authority
Preliminary plan for community health centre
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Lands

Mission
Working under principles of environmental preservation, stewardship, and respect for
the land, the Lheidli T’enneh Nation independently manages their land-based assets
and capital infrastructure.
Vision
The Lheidli T’enneh Nation maintains strong cultural ties to their Traditional Territory
and historically significant sites viewing them as a source of pride and economic
strength. The Nation is acknowledged as a vital decision-making partner within the
region and Nation lands are managed in a fiscally responsible manner with a high level
of skill and competency. Lands based development balances both preservation and
progress to ensure the Nation is able to assert their competitive advantage while
upholding value for environmental stewardship. Nation citizens take pride in their
community and support it to be a vibrant source of sustainable, life-long connection for
all citizens.

LANDS DEPARTMENT PRIORITIES

EXPANSION OF
CAPITAL AND
INFRASTUCTURE
PROJECTS

11. planning tables in Appendix K

DEPARTMENTAL
RESTRUCTURING

HOUSING STRATEGY

REVIEW AND
REVISION OF
EXISITNG PLANS
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Bench Marks:
Updated land use plan by March 31, 2012
Review of Comprehensive Community Plan by March 31, 2012
Completion of rental agreements for all houses including mechanisms for rent
collection. Goal is to have rent arrears gone in by 2016
New housing construction by 2015
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Social Development
Mission
To provide short term, time limited financial assistance and support services to
employable citizens in need and long-term resources for citizens with disabilities.
Vision
The Social Development program supports Lheidli T’enneh citizens as a short term
measure to ensure citizens are not faced with undue financial hardship. The focus of the
short-term program is to support citizens to access opportunities for training and
advancement that will support them to achieve sustainable financial independence. The
focus of the long-term Person with Disability (PWD) program is to provide long-term
financial aid and care for citizens who are unable sustain full-time work. The programs
are administered under established polices and guidelines with the highest levels of
financial accountability.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
PRIORITIES

FILE
MANAGEMENT

CAREER
ASSESSMENTS
FOR CLIENTS

12. planning tables in Appendix L

Benchmarks:
Files updated by the 30th of August 2012
Clear internal audit review
All reporting completed on time
No recoveries

FINANCE
TRAINING FOR
MANAGER

DEVELOPMENT OF
PLANS FOR OFFRESERVE CITIZEN
SERVICES
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Treaty
Mission
To bring stage 5 of Lheidli T’enneh Treaty to completion.
Vision
Lheidli T’enneh Nation citizens are supported to engage in open dialogue in an
unbiased, informed and respectful way that promotes and preserves unity of the Nation
and upholds the Declaration of Lheidli T’enneh.

TREATY PRIORITIES

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
FOR WORKING
GROUP

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

13. planning tables in Appendix M

Benchmarks:
second vote
additional governance related work

ADVANCEMENT OF
WORKPLAN

LEVERAGE OF
ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES FOR
GOVERNANCE
INITIAITIVES
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Appendix A: Governance Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Jurisdictional Authority

Cultural Revitalization

Governance Codes

Dispute Resolution

Activities

advancement of Treaty Stage 5
continuation of Specific claims
partnership development

Promotion of Language use
Elder Engagement
Creation of mechanisms to
revitalize traditional practices
Re-establishment of extended
family values

creation of custom election code
Constitutional review
development of community
engagement strategy
finalization of Governance Code
completion of Consultation
Protocols
review and expand existing
dispute resolution mechanisms
draft mechanisms for external
use by business partners

Outputs

legal agreements
legal decision
establishment of new MOUs

Outcomes

expanded land and resource base
clear mandates from community
increased jurisdiction

submission of proposal to archive
oral interviews
protocols for community events and
traditional ceremonies
development and implementation of
teaching units for camps

preservation and transmission of cultural
knowledge and practices

clearly articulated and codified
governing structure
community capacity building plan

cultural transmission and preservation
increased governance stability
increased community buy-in
informed citizenry

standardized dispute resolution
processes set out in policies and
partnership agreements

Impact

impartial resolution processes and
mechanisms
increased partnership development

Advancement of the
sovereign authority of
the Lheidli T’enneh
Nation
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Appendix B: Chief and Council Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Development of
accountability
mechanisms

Delegated Authority

Citizen Engagement

Knowledge Building for
Council and
Community

Activities
annual planning by Council
notarized oaths of office
develop statements of guiding
vision, principles, and standards

policy development / revision
training for Chief and Council
work plan for Executive Director
addition of new staff positions
Council work plan

Develop comprehensive
communications strategy
Institute long-term monitoring
program
Community capacity building

training and knowledge
development for Council
governance related knowledge
development in community

Outputs
articulation of community
accountability mechanisms
annual plans
Governance Code
Consultation Protocol

clearly delineated lines of authority
assigned responsibilities
Council work plan

regular communications with all
Nation members
database of measurable indicators
with baseline data sets

capacity plan for Chief and Council
Leadership training plan for the
community

Outcomes

Impact

transparency
accountability to citizenship
increased citizen involvement
improved consultation processes

effective management of administrative
/ governance boundaries
staff retention
advancement of governance related
work

increased knowledge at the community
level
clear indications of progress

Stronger leadership from Chief and
Council
informed citizenry
improved transition time for new
Council members

Community is involved
and engaged in
governance related
activities and elected
Leadership is
accountable to Lheidli
T’enneh Citizens
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Appendix C: Administration Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Development of
comprehensive
planning framework

Development of
comprehensive
performance
management system

Creation of new
positions

Staff Development

Activities
Annual work plans and budget
review
creation of long-term
departmental growth and
expansion plans

establishment of management
objectives
creation of mechanisms to capture
and accumulate organizational
knowledge
development of risk management
strategy / practices
creation of employee appraisal
mechanisms

Creation of job descriptions and
work plans for
o referral management
o economic development
o information specialist

build cultural competencies
orientation to systems theory
policy review and revision
development / review of Human
Resources manual
long-term HR development and
training plans

Outputs

creation of layered plans
development of program mandates
and priorities
departmental plans

management transition plans
development of information control
and access policies
articulation of internal evaluation
procedures
information management procedures
articulation of risk management
responsibilities for line managers

job descriptions and policies
work plans
management plans

revamped orientation
tools/processes
recruitment and retention strategy
training plans for all staff
HR manual and updated policies

Outcomes

Impact

articulation of guiding values
increased ability to identify priority areas
organizational stability
efficient use of resources
improved financial management

increased information management
capacity
improved accountability and
transparency
improved staff performance

improved task management
increased administrative responsiveness
time savings for Executive Director
decreased consultant fees

increased staff collaboration and team
cohesion
improved staff performance
increased job satisfaction
skill and knowledge development for
staff

Improved effectiveness
and efficiency for the
Nation’s
administration
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Appendix D: Economic Development Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Build profile of the
Nation

Initiate and strengthen
partnerships

Develop long-term
community vision

Create structures to
support separation of
business and politics

Activities
Develop Mechanisms for Lheidli
to secure equity positions within
development ventures
develop visible office/position to
support creation of linkages
host social events for partners
develop tools to communicate
vision and goals of economic
development plans internally
and externally

enhance partnerships with City,
District, educational institutions,
and real estate developers
Connect with other First Nations
regionally

Outputs

production of promotional materials
plan for developing sectoral
opportunities

development of protocols and
guidelines for partnership
development
creation of partnership agreements

development of community
engagement and consultation
strategy
development of Corporate
Charter

clearly articulated guiding principles
for economic development
incorporation of aspects of
sustainability reporting
detailed reporting and tracking
frameworks

delegate execution of Ec Dev
vision to the administration
Create Economic Development
officer position
create community Economic
Development Committee
capacity building for Council,
Staff and community

development of political codes
requiring elected officials to
support/maintain business ventures
work plans and policies
training plans

Outcomes

Impact

Federal and provincial governments are
aware that Lheidli T’enneh is active and
involved in all matters concerning the
Traditional Territory
Generation of Economic Activity within
the Traditional Territory

clearly outlined expectations and
objectives for partnership agreements

community based planning and
development
incorporation of community priorities

separation of elected leadership from
economic development branch
increased engagement and capacity
clearly articulated values and principles
for economic growth

Comprehensive
approach with linked
strategies
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Appendix E: Education Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Activities

Outputs

Outcomes

Community Assessment

community skills and interests
survey

database of employable skills for
community members
information required to develop
community education strategy

responsive programming
increased employment opportunities for
community
information gathering for ongoing
department development

Development of
Community-based
Learning Centre

generate funds required to hire
full-time adult education staff to
work in centre
creation of 5 year plan

multi-year Learning Centre plan
establishment of annual operating
budget

sustainable programming
accessible learning opportunities for
community

Acquisition of Shady
Valley School

finalize negotiations
transfer of ownership
development of management
plan

Departmental Growth
and Expansion Plan

identification of priorities
resource identification
fund development
community consultation

Improved learning
outcomes for Lheidli
T’enneh citizens
increased educational programming

community learning facility plan
facility management plan

department plan

Impact

improved responsiveness
improved learning outcomes
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Appendix F: Employment Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Activities

Long-term Human
Resource Planning

community assessment
creation of community skills
database
orientation to various industry
standards, ethics and essential
skills
assessment of long-term Nation
requirements

Creation of Linkages
with Federal and
Provincial Partners

look at proposal development
with Ministry of Advanced
Education and First Nations
Education Steering Committee,
and AANDC

Review Impact –
Benefit Agreements

Labour Market
Analysis and Strategy
Plan

Executive Director to review and
make recommendations to
Council

Develop preliminary overview of
assessment and planning process

Outputs

community summary / profile
baseline info for database

direct community service delivery
employment preparedness programs
and skills enhancements

Outcomes

Impact

reduction in unemployment
accessible staff pool for the Nation’s
programs and services

increased investment
program expansion
Increase in
employment for
citizens and skilled
workforce for Nation

review summary
identification of leveraging
opportunities

labour market assessment summary
training plan

increased benefit to the Nation

inclusion of labour market Data in longterm department plans
early preparation of citizens
accessible employment for all Nation
Citizens
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Appendix G: Finance Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Training for Staff and
Managers

Activities
development of training plans for
other departments
delivery of training sessions
one-on-one training for staff
training sessions for finance staff

Outputs

training modules / units for staff
AFOA certification for finance staff

Outcomes

Impact

increased skill and knowledge for all staff
time savings for finance department

overall risk reduction
Develop Risk
Management
Mechanisms

Improved Financial
Controls

Long-term Finance
Planning

skill building in all staff to
undertake risk management in
daily operations

overview / revision of processes
and procedures
implementation of
recommended changes
policy development
skill and knowledge
development for staff

skill development for Chief and
Council
planning with management,
Council and community

revisions / additions to job
descriptions
risk management assessment / plan

Financial sustainability
and advancement of
the Nation
expanded financial capacity

finance policy and procedures

long-term growth plan

Nation able to use and grow financial
resources effectively
community informed about financial
matters
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Appendix H: Fisheries and Wildlife Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Activities

Transitional
Management Plan

develop plan to build internal
management capacity for existing
staff

Community Engagement

long-term HR recruitment and
retention planning
consultation / information sharing
with community
community workshops /
information sessions on hunting
and harvesting rights

Program and
Jurisdictional
Expansion

Fund Development

take over administration and
management of DFO programs
within LTN Traditional Territory
moose rebuilding, caribou
recovery
implementation of Bowron
rebuilding plan
develop liaison position within
BC Fish and Wildlife Branch
Develop funding arrangement
with CN Rail
proposal development

Outputs

management plan
training plan for staff

land and water, streams, rivers use
plan
social and economic opportunities

management agreements
rebuilding plans / strategies
departmental growth plans
new position – job description and
work plan

agreement with CN Rail
funding proposals

Outcomes

Impact

increased internal capacity
decreased consultant fees

increased community knowledge and
engagement
increased training opportunities for
community

expanded job opportunities
increased presence / jurisdiction of
Lheidli T’enneh Nation on Traditional
Territory
increased revenue

increased department resources

Lheidli T’enneh Nation
has increased
management role
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Appendix I: Forestry Summary Table

Strategic Priorities

Transitional
Management Plan

Review Agreements to
Clarify Responsibilities

Activities
develop plan to build internal
management capacity for existing
staff

review of LP Agreement
creation of work plan for any
increased departmental
responsibilities

Transparency
Mechanisms

review and summarize all forest
related agreements and activities
creation of work plan to post on
website

Capacity Development
for Council

Council training plan and
schedule

Outputs

management plan
training plan for staff

work plan
assigned responsibilities in job
description

department profile on website
agreement summaries on website

training modules / records

Outcomes

Impact

increased internal capacity
decreased consultant fees

Administration is prepared to manage
any additional responsibilities
increased internal capacity

increased awareness of forestry
activities and agreements
increased input from Council and staff

greater involvement from all Council in
forestry related activities

The Lheidli T’enneh
Nation is able to
effectively manage its
forest related assets
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Appendix J: Health Summary Table
Strategic Priorities

Partnership
Development with Local
Health Service Providers

Community-based
Dental and Physician
Services

Assessment and
Diagnosis Services

Healthcare
Infrastructure
Development

Activities
develop/mobilize MOUs with
CINHS, NFC,
Create Lheidli patient liaison

development of Elder care
strategy
development of addictions
reduction and recovery strategy

identification of priority services
and potential service partners
development of work plan to
advance priorities

development of vision and plan
for health care centre

Outputs

service / partnership agreements
work plans

service agreements

Outcomes

Impact

improved health programming for Nation
citizens

improved access to health services in the
community

Improved health and
well being of Nation
citizens

MOUs
work plans

feasibility report of infrastructure of
new centre

improved access to specialist services
early intervention

initial dialogue started regarding
construction of health centre
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Appendix K: Lands Summary Table

Strategic Priorities

Expansion of Capital and
Infrastructure Projects

Departmental
Restructuring

Development of
Housing Strategy

Review and Revision of
Existing Plans

Activities
completion of Road relocation
project
develop plans for Fire Hall, Public
Works Yard, and large scale admin
office
sewage treatment plan

creation of Public Works
Department
place Housing program under
Capital and Infrastructure

Hire Leo Hebert to set up and
mentor housing committee and
staff
meet with CMHC to ensure
continued program access
develop rent arrears strategy
community preparation and
consultation

review / update 5 year Strategic
Lands Plan
update 5 year capital plan

Outputs

community infrastructure plans
sewage treatment submission

department plans
job description review/revision

housing program development plan
community engagement plan
housing policy

updated department plan
revised 5 year capital plan

Outcomes

Impact

improved quality of life for Nation citizens
through infrastructure

increased efficiencies
new staff positions

housing deficit reduction
community endorsement of housing
plan / policy

able to advance the department
strategically
increased community awareness

The Lheidli T’enneh
Nation is able to
independently manage
their Lands based
assets
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Appendix L: Social Development Summary Table

Strategic Priorities

File Management

Career Assessments for
Clients

Activities
work plan for conversion of files
to new system
training and skill development for
staff

development of assessment
process

Outputs

compliance with new system

social assistance transition plans

Outcomes

Impact

increased reporting efficiencies
time savings for finance staff
decreased recoveries

increased numbers transitioned to
sustainable employment

financial independence
for Nation members

Finance Training for
Manager

Development of Plans
for Off-Reserve Citizen
Services

on the job training from finance
staff
attendance at training sessions
off site

identification of council vision
and priorities
funding allocations and budget
development
policy development for fund
administration

training plan

resource pool and polices to deliver
programming to off reserve citizens

increased capacity for program
administration

increased supports for those living off
reserve
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Appendix M: Treaty Summary Table

Strategic Priorities

Professional
Development for
Working Group

Activities
interview training for members

Outputs

training and skill building plan

Outcomes

Impact

expanded role for working group
members
skill and knowledge development for
working group members

increased community knowledge
Community Engagement

Advancement of Work
Plan

Leveraging of
Additional Resources
for Governance
Initiatives

open house
development of communication
information
information sessions with
community members
interviews

summary reports
communication resources

review / revise work plan
development of timelines with
assigned deliverables
reporting

reporting

work with private, corporate
donors and foundation.
work with BCTC, Canada and the
Province to seek additional
contribution funding

Conclusion of stage 5

proposal development opportunities

Increased community knowledge and
participation with the community
engagement strategy

increased programming and funding
levels increased

